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Motivation: wave singularities

fold linescusp point

• Structurally stable
• Generic
• Singular: intensity 

diverges (in ray 
theory)

4

amplitude phase

Ray catastrophes (caustics) Wave catastrophes

T. Pearcey, Phil. Mag. 37, 311 (1946)

Chpt 36 “Integrals with coalescing saddles”
by M.V. Berry and C.J. Howls



Elementary catastrophes (structurally stable singularities)
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1D: Fold 2D: Cusp

swallowtail3D: hyperbolic umbilicelliptic umbilic



Quantum catastrophe: Hawking radiation?
U. Leonhardt, Nature 415, 406 (2002)

Wavelength appears to shrink linearly as 
event horizon is approached to compensate 
red shi6: 

where:



Schwinger Effect

Rate of pair production (Schwinger 1951)

= electric field strength

Compton wavelength: Work done by electric field over Compton wavelength:

Characteristic field strength determined by: 

= electric charge

⇒



Plan

❖ Map Klein-Gordon equation to inverted harmonic 
oscillator

❖ Map inverted harmonic oscillator Q.P

❖ Q.P2 trick

❖ Map to Schrödinger Eq. with inverse square potential

❖ Fall to the centre and point-particle EFT

❖ Back to Schwinger effect



Klein-Gordon equation to inverted harmonic oscillator 

Klein-Gordon equation for particle of charge q in a constant electric field ℰ 𝑥
̂

Schrödinger equation 
for particle in inverted 

harmonic oscillator

Put:

⟺

q—> -q does NOT change sign of E because x —> i x so we always have a tunnelling problem!

Obeys CPT symmetry;  C: q —> -q  , P:  x —> -x  , T:  t —> -t , i —> -i

Obeys CP symmetry



Hyperbolic dynamics of inverted harmonic oscillator

Q>0  half plane: 
positive charges

(particles)

electric field

Q<0  half plane: 
negative charges

(antiparticles)

General solution for Schrödinger equation:

Classical dynamics: 
“Fall to infinity”

This must somehow describe particle and antiparticle states which have positive and negative energies, 
respectively. What boundary conditions should we choose?

particlesantiparticles



Mapping to “Q.P” hamiltonian

⇒

Classical mechanics is simple: 

Quantum mechanics is also simple:

⇒
Q-representation

solution:

This is of the form: logarithmic phase singularity



Trouble in paradise

• Operator is self-adjoint on half real line ℝ± but

not full real line ℝ

M. V. Berry and J. P. Keating. H= xp and the Riemann zeros. In Supersymmetry and Trace Formulae,
355–367 (Springer, 1999). 

• Space is broken into two disjoint pieces: Q < 0 (antiparticles) and Q>0 (particles)
• Eigenfunctions of H can be written as:

• Each side is determined by a 1st order differential equation and seems 
independent from the other

• A and B should be coupled to each other by tunnelling through the inverted 
harmonic oscillator barrier. What boundary conditions should be imposed to 
achieve this?. 

message:%3Cca3a20717d8e41e38c20456ff42f488b@avenue.cllmcmaster.ca%3E



The  (Q.P)2 trick
Work instead with:

• Self-adjoint on the whole real line
• Second order differential equation that incorporates particles (E>0) and 

antiparticles (E<0) in a single equation
• CPT symmetry restored

In the Q-representation the above eigen-equation takes the form:  

Put: ⇒

Schrödinger equation for inverse square potential with zero-energy eigenvalue



Schrödinger equation with an inverse square potential

Inverse square potential

Scale invariance:

no intrinsic length scale in problem “classical” scale invariance



Fall-to-the-centre in classical mechanics

To overcome angular momentum barrier:

with

central force

For n=2 we need



Fall-to-the-centre in quantum mechanics

•Energy unbounded from below
• Bound energies become continuous
• Non-self adjoint problem

When n=2 and g > 1/4 

Define:

(supercritical case)



Fall to centre in QM
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Scale invariance in quantum gas experiments

• 2D gas

but: hidden SO(2,1) scaling symmetry [Pitaevskii & Rosch, PRA 55 R853 (1997)]
⇒ ladder of evenly spaced breathing modes En = 2 n ħ ωtrap

︸
harmonic trap

breaks scale invariance

• Efimov states

Quantum 3-body problem at low energies reduces to:

Artist’s representation of Efimov trimers formed 
from two caesium and one lithium atom R. Pires et 
al, PRL 112, 250404 (2014)

Scale invariance gives geometric progression of bound 
states 



Quantum anomalies
…when quantum effects break continuous scale invariance of classical Lagrangian

• Two photon decay of neutral pion [breaks axial SU(2) invariance]
• QED & QCD  (coupling constants depend on scale)
• Efimov states (bound state breaks scale invariance)
• Scale invariance in 2D gas (shift of breathing frequency away from 2 ωtrap)

Holten et al.   arXiv:1803.08879 

Anomalous breaking of scale invariance in 

a two-dimensional Fermi gas 



Boundary condition ambiguity in 1/Q2 problem 

general solution at small Q :

• subcritical 
[             ]

• supercritical 

Which solution or combination of solutions to choose??                                 
⇒ “extensions” e.g. self-adjoint extensions

(Typically choose less singular soln.
)

Schwinger effect case



Point-particle effective field theory

• Systematic way of introducing self-adjoint OR non-self-adjoint extensions
• Boundary condition to determine ratio  C+/C- is imposed by introducing a small 

“source” of size r at origin
• Physics should not depend on choice of gaussian pillbox surface 
• Perform systematic expansion of source properties (“multipole expansion”)

“multipole expansion” describing physics of source at origin

Fall to the centre in atom traps and point-particle EFT for absorptive systems. R. Plestid, C.P. Burgess and DO'D, JHEP 59 (2018). 

long wavelength “lab scale” where 
measurements are made

regulator

size of source introducing “beyond 1/Q2“ physics



Including source physics: PPEFT

• Effectively have replaced 1/Q2 potential by:

Fall to the centre in atom traps and point-
particle EFT for absorptive systems. R. 
Plestid, C.P. Burgess, and D.H.J. O'Dell, J. 
High Energ. Phys. 59 (2018). 

• Extremize action: 𝛿S=0

⇒

• Source-Bulk coupling parameter obtained by 
integrating Schrödinger equation over -ϵ < Q < ϵ



Non-self adjoint extension
• Adding a boundary condition breaks scale invariance by fixing ratio  C+ / C-

• Many ways to do it
• Most authors choose a “self adjoint extension”
• Point-particle EFT is algorithmic and allows non-self adjoint extensions 

• Absorption or emission captured by complex 𝜆
• Probability current

• Net flow into origin
sink

or
source



Time-reversal symmetry breaking

where:

Source: Sink:



Renormalization
• Physics should not depend on regulator scale 𝜖
• Coupling 𝜆= 𝜆(𝜖) runs with the scale 𝜖
• Running breaks scale invariance (except at fixed points)
• Ratio C+ / C- is physical observable (e.g. via scattering) 

and so must be independent of 𝜖 :

AND



RG flow of microscopic coupling λ
• Physics is equivalent for all 𝜆(𝜖) along one trajectory
• 𝜖 increases in direction of arrows 

limit cycles!

see also: Kaplan et al Phys. Rev. D 80, 125005 (2009)

Log periodic behaviour of coupling  (E=2.7)



Reflection and Transmission amplitudes

Put: ⇒

Hankel equation

Solutions:

R and T amplitudes are determined by boundary condition at   



Reflection and Transmission amplitudes
Small Q limit reveals superposition of particle and antiparticles:

To find relation between R and T we demand:

⇒
small kϵ
⇒

where:

Coupling constant given by:



RG flow
• Each trajectory is characterized by its values of y★ and 𝜖★
• 𝜖★ is the scale where Re 𝜆(𝜖★) vanishes
• y★ is Im 𝜆(𝜖★)

Self-adjoint case: y★= 0 and y★→ ±∞ 



Calculation of transmission/reflection coefficients

⇒

where:

Non-unitary!



Back to Schwinger effect
Probability of producing particle-

antiparticle pair is given by tunneling 
probability:

Probability to remain in 
vacuum state:

Agrees with Schwinger’s result



Conclusions

•Can treat Schwinger effect as non-Hermitian quantum 
mechanics

•Can treat non-self adjoint extensions, e.g. describing absorption, 
in an consistent fashion using PPEFT

•Wave function provides an example of a quantum catastrophe


